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INTEGRATING SILICON LABS SiM3XXXX DEVICES INTO 
THE KEIL µVISION® IDE

1.  Introduction

This application note describes how to configure and use the Keil µVision® Integrated Development Environment
(IDE) with Silicon Laboratories Precision32™ 32-bit microcontrollers (SiM3xxxx).

2.  Key Points

Key points described in this application note include:

Generating a blank project in Keil µVision

Configuring a µVision project for use with Silicon Laboratories SiM3xxxx devices

Using the µVision IDE to build, download, run, and debug a project

Using the System Viewer Windows and Debug (Print) Viewer

3.  Creating a Project

A project is necessary in order to build an example and download the firmware image to the MCU. To create a
project in µVision:

1.  Under the Project menu, select New µVision Project. After naming your new project, select SiLabs 
SiM3x Devices in the Select a CPU Data Base File dialog and click OK.

2.  Expand the Silicon Laboratories data base to open a list of supported MCUs, select the appropriate MCU, 
and click OK.

Figure 1. Selecting a SiM3x Device

After creating your blank project, there will be an empty project in the Project Window. The next step is to configure
the project options.
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4.  Configuring Options for Target

Specific configurations are required in order to communicate with the MCU using µVision. Some of the options are
preconfigured after selecting a device under the Device tab, but some modifications are required. This section
describes the required settings in all of the configuration tabs within the ProjectOptions for Target dialog; tabs
that do not require any changes are explicitly noted.

4.1.  Target
Check the Use MicroLIB option in the Code Generation section.

Note: Adding the correct scatter file in "Section G: Linker" will override the options in Read/Only Memory Areas and Read/
Write Memory Areas on this tab.

Figure 2. Target Tab

4.2.  Output
No changes needed on this tab.

Figure 3. Output Tab
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4.3.  Listing
No changes needed on this tab.

Figure 4. Listing Tab

4.4.  User 
No changes needed on this tab.

Figure 5. User Tab
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4.5.  C/C++
Add NDEBUG to the Define text box.

Add include paths by clicking the "…" box to the right of the Include Paths text box.

Add -c99 -gnu to the Misc Controls text box.

Figure 6. C/C+ and Include Path Tabs
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4.6.  ASM
No changes needed on this tab.

Figure 7. ASM Tab

4.7.  Linker
Uncheck Use Memory Layout from Target Dialog.

Add the correct scatter file by clicking '…' to the right of the Scatter File text box and selecting the 
corresponding scatter file.

Figure 8. Linker Tab
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4.8.  Debug
Select SiLabs UDA Debugger in the drop-down menu on the top right-hand side and select Use.

Figure 9. Debug Tab
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4.9.  Utilities
Select SiLabs UDA Debugger in the drop-down menu under the Use Target Driver for Flash 

Programming.

Check the Update Target before Debugging option.

Figure 10. Utilities Tab
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4.10.  UDA Debug Adapter Settings
The UDA Debug Adapter options can be accessed by clicking the Settings button on the right-hand side of SiLabs
UDA Debugger on the Utilities or on the Debug tab.

4.10.1. Debug

Verify that the correct USB Debug Adapter is select in the Unit dropdown menu. For more information on 
the Debug section of the tab, see the µVision help. In µVision, select HelpµVision Help. On the 

Contents tab of the µVision help file, select ULINK2 User's GuideSetup ULINK2Configure µVision for 

DebuggingCortex-M DebuggingDebug Driver ConfigurationDebug.

Figure 11. Debug Adapter Settings—Debug Tab
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4.10.2. Trace

If any of the trace tools will be used (including the Debug (Printf) Viewer), check the Trace Enable box. In 
addition, the Core Clock setting must be correct in order to use any of the trace tools. For more 
information on the trace options, see the µVision help. In µVision, select HelpµVision Help. On the 

Contents tab of the µVision help, select ULINK2 User's GuideSetup ULINK2Configure µVision for 

DebuggingCortex-M DebuggingTrace Configuration.

Figure 12. Debug Adapter Settings—Trace Tab
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4.10.3. Flash Download

A Flash download algorithm must be selected to download a code image to the MCU. The Flash 
programming algorithm temporarily resides in RAM and is used by the Debug Adapter to program the 
Flash.

On the Flash Download tab, click Add and select the appropriate SiM3x algorithm. Next, click Add and 
then click OK.

Figure 13. Debug Adapter Settings—Flash Download Tab
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5.  Managing Files Within the Project

To add files to a project, add a Group in the project tree structure first. To add a Group, right-click on the root folder
in the Project Window and select Add Group. After adding a Group, add files to the group by right-clicking on the
Group and select Add Files to Group. To modify the overall project structure or file ordering, right-click on the root
folder in the Project Window and select Manage Components.

6.  Building the Project

Build a project by selecting the Rebuild icon in the Build Toolbar or by selecting ProjectRebuild all target
files. To compile individual files, click the Translate icon in the Build Toolbar or select ProjectTranslate. Any
build-related errors or warnings will appear in the Build Output window. If the Build Output window is not visible,
select ViewBuild Output Window.

Figure 14. Build Toolbar

7.  Running the Code and Debugging

After successfully building a project, clicking the Start/Stop Debug Session icon or selecting DebugStart/Stop
Debug Session will initiate a debug session. If the project has been changed in any way since the last build,
starting a debug session will initiate a download of the updated firmware image to the device. The µVision tools will
not automatically download a firmware image when initiating a debug session if the IDE did not detect any
changes. If this behavior is not desired, clicking the Download icon or selecting FlashDownload will manually
initiate a Flash download.

After the Flash download, initiate a debug session to start debugging. During a debug session, Run, Step Into,
Step Over, Stop, or Reset the code by clicking the corresponding button in the Debug Toolbar or in the Debug
Menu. To stop a debug session, click the Start/Stop Debug Session icon or select DebugStart/Stop Debug
Session.

Figure 15. Debug Toolbar

Add variables to the Watch Window or Memory Window by right-clicking on a variable, selecting Add
to…Watch or Add to…Memory. The µVision IDE has two Watch Windows and four Memory Windows. To
view a specific memory location, open a memory window by selecting ViewMemory Windows. After opening a
Memory Window, manually enter a location in the Address box. This will also work when viewing the contents of
Special Function Registers (SFRs).
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8.  System Viewer

The System Viewer Window allows users to easily view and modify SFRs of the MCU. Each modifiable field
within the System Viewer Window contains a field description, which can also be helpful for debugging. To open a
peripheral's system viewer window, select ViewSystem Viewer(Select Peripheral). After selecting the
desired peripheral, the System Viewer Window will appear. Bit fields that changed while stepping through code
will be highlighted in green in the System Viewer Window. Figure 16 shows an example of the Clock Control
(CLKCTRL) System Viewer Window.

Figure 16. Clock Control System Viewer Window

Note: Individual peripheral bit-fields cannot be modified if the clock control bit for the peripheral is disabled. Before manually
modifying bits in the System Viewer Window for a peripheral, enable the corresponding clock enable bit for the periph-
eral.
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9.  Debug (Printf) Viewer

The debug printf function allows for firmware to use printf() functions to print characters or strings to the Debug
(Printf) Viewer. The Debug Viewer uses the Serial Wire Output (SWO) pin of the MCU to send data back to the
µVision IDE. To use the Debug Viewer:

Configure the SWO port pin to push-pull mode (this is done in firmware).

Select the Trace Enable option in the Trace tab within SiLabs UDA Debugger settings (this is done in the 
project settings; see "4.10.2. Trace" on page 9 for more information).

Configure the Core Clock in the Trace tab within the SiLabs UDA Debugger settings (this is done in the 
project settings; see "4.10.2. Trace" on page 9 for more information).

Open the Debug (Printf) Viewer window within the µVision IDE. To open the Debug Viewer, select 
ViewSerial WindowsDebug (Printf) Viewer.

Figure 17. Debug (Printf) Viewer Window

10.  Evaluation Tools

An evaluation version of the Keil µVision tool is available for download at https://www.keil.com/demo/eval/arm.htm.
The free evaluation tools, called MDK-Lite, are 32 kB limited (debugger, compiler, and assembler-limited). More
information on MDK-Lite can be found at http://www.keil.com/arm/selector.asp.

11.  Code Examples and Source/Include Files

Examples and source/include files for each of the Silicon Labs devices are installed with the Precision32 IDE. The
default location for these examples is C:\Silabs\32bit\si32-x.y\Examples, where x is the major revision number
and y is the minor revision number. Within each example folder, the folder labeled ARM contains the µVision
project files. The src folder contains the source files for each example.

https://www.keil.com/demo/eval/arm.htm
https://www.keil.com/demo/eval/arm.htm
http://www.keil.com/arm/selector.asp
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Disclaimer
Silicon Labs intends to provide customers with the latest, accurate, and in-depth documentation of all peripherals and modules available for system and software implementers using or 
intending to use the Silicon Labs products. Characterization data, available modules and peripherals, memory sizes and memory addresses refer to each specific device, and "Typical" 
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information. Silicon Labs shall have no liability for the consequences of use of the information supplied herein. This document does not imply or express copyright licenses granted 
hereunder to design or fabricate any integrated circuits. The products are not designed or authorized to be used within any Life Support System without the specific written consent of 
Silicon Labs. A "Life Support System" is any product or system intended to support or sustain life and/or health, which, if it fails, can be reasonably expected to result in significant personal 
injury or death. Silicon Labs products are not designed or authorized for military applications. Silicon Labs products shall under no circumstances be used in weapons of mass 
destruction including (but not limited to) nuclear, biological or chemical weapons, or missiles capable of delivering such weapons.

Trademark Information
Silicon Laboratories Inc.® , Silicon Laboratories®, Silicon Labs®, SiLabs® and the Silicon Labs logo®, Bluegiga®, Bluegiga Logo®, Clockbuilder®, CMEMS®, DSPLL®, EFM®, EFM32®, 
EFR, Ember®, Energy Micro, Energy Micro logo and combinations thereof, "the world’s most energy friendly microcontrollers", Ember®, EZLink®, EZRadio®, EZRadioPRO®, 
Gecko®, ISOmodem®, Precision32®, ProSLIC®, Simplicity Studio®, SiPHY®, Telegesis, the Telegesis Logo®, USBXpress® and others are trademarks or registered trademarks of Silicon 
Labs. ARM, CORTEX, Cortex-M3 and THUMB are trademarks or registered trademarks of ARM Holdings. Keil is a registered trademark of ARM Limited. All other products or brand 
names mentioned herein are trademarks of their respective holders. 
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